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COUNCIL TO AIR
SAM LAWSON’S GREEN SOX SCORE
DECISIVE WIN IN NOVICE TOURNAMENT ROUTINE AGENDA
AT MEETING
By DAVE
Sam Lawson’s powerful Green
Sox won the first annual San
Jose State college., novice wrestling championships Friday night
In the Men’s gym. Lawson took
the trophy for the tournament’s
best coach as his team won nine
first and five second place medals.

The Green Sox scored a total
of 72 points. Pat Felice’s Black
Irishmen finished a strong second with five first places and a
total of 57 points. The Mud Pies
of Ralph Payne and Will Drew
took six first place medals but
qualified leas men for the finals
and finished third with $5 points.
Fred Albright’. Has Beene finished fourth with 20 points.
The Green Sox and their supporters, Beta Chi Sigma and
Chi Omega monopolized the other awards. Bob McDerrned won
the best yell leader’s trophy, and
the Green Sox cheering section
won the perpetual plaque for the
loudest and best organized vocal
support.

PARNAY
On the mat, the best bouts of
the evening saw Frank Lawrence pin Gene Butler in 2:10 of
the first period, and San Rafael’s
Ken Blue pin Bob Johnson in a
gruellng 14% -second match. In
another
quickie
Harley
Dow
threw a block on Jack Faulk in
25 seconds.
Varsity wrestling Coach Ted
Mumby was well satisfied with
the tournament and certainly
such an enthusiastic bunch of
not too novice wrestlers eventually should put the Spartans in
the national wrestling picture.

Routine bushels, with no controversial subject* will take place
at this afterisooa4 Student Council meeting if the present agenda
is any indicatioa.
Senior representatives will ask
to hold their class nominations
this Thursday instead of Friday,
February 13, as set by Council last
week. The class meets on Thursdays.
ASB President Emerson "Doc"
Arends reported that three constitutions will be Up for approval
at today’s sessian. Organizations
presenting constitutions are Kappa
society, pledged to Delta Gamma
fraternity; Sappho, pledged to
Clifford Clamp, the San Jose Kappa Alpha Theta fraternity;
State college student reported to and the Social Affairs commithave been assaulted and battered tee.
was not at the McFadden Health
Cottage any longer.
Clamp refused to stay at the
San Jose hospital and also refused
to stay at the Health cottage, according to a report from
the
Health cottage.

By JOHN GOTHBERG
San Jose State’s hoopsters, in true championship form, increased their league winning record to five straight as they cleared the first two hurdles on their southern road trip. They trimmed a fighting Cal Poly team Fridarnight, 58-52, and swept over
the Santa Barbara Gauchos Saturday, 64-54.
Chuck Hughes led the scoring for the Spartans in both contests by tallying 17 points against

ATV INMAN

SENIOR CLASS
TO DECIDE ANNUAL
GIFT FOR SCHOOL

Fred Albright, left, cuts into
the advertising business as he
takes over the Spartan Daily
business
manageriiiii0eltion.
Former Manager Ken Calhoun
gives a few pointers.
Photo by Erie Madison
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WSSF Speakers
Here Tonight

Calhoun Leaves
Daily Post

Martin Hall and Verena von
Lieben will be guest speakers at
the meeting of the all-college committee for the World Student
Service Fund tonight at 7 o’clock
In room S112. Hall has just returned from a tour of Europe, and
Miss von Lieben is traveling secretary for WSSF.

"I will try to do as good a job
as Ken Calhoun has done for the
past four months," says Fred Albright, who becomes advertising
manager for the Spartan Daily
today.

Student Recovery" and Miss von
Lieben
moot countries, says 0. Hail Landry, cochairman of the campus WNW
committee.

Albright, senior Business Administration major from San
Francisco, will hold his position
saved
until June. "_Calho
./
I
Student Body’ a
telY Wfuuu
an envice liSt
able record, but with the new
policy of three six-page papers a
week, there is scarce possibility of
my o ng 15e-same," he sZiL-

Dean James C. DeVoes will introduce both speakers. Miss von
Lieben has studied medicine at
the University of Vienna.
Last year the local WSSF committee collected more than $650
for the drive. This year’s drive
will be held from April 5 to 10,
says Landry. Patty Polk, Student
Council chairman of all campus
drives, is also working with Paula
Phillips and Landry, ’co-chairmen
of WSSF.

Formerly, Spartan Daily advertising managers stayed on for the
full year. This is a change of
policy. Starting next fall, advertising managers Will change every
quarter, according to Carl R.
Hoffman, faculty adviser for the
Spartan Daily,
George Link will take the newly appointed office of assistant
advertising manager, according to
Albright. Marie Somky will become office manager.

Voting to determine the senior
clams gift to be given in the spring
qUarthr win be- Thursday, naflounced George Genevro, senior
class president.
Ballots will be distributed in
Senior Orientation-tdrii dies committee, and will appear in the
Spartan Daily for those unable to
attend orientation, he said.
Thus far, suggestions for the
gift include: a gift of money to
be earmarked for specific purpose
such as stained glass windows,
pews, baptismal font in the Memorial chapel; a senior bench that
would have the advantage of traditional
value
to
subsequent
classes: permanent public address
systems to be installed in such
places as the Student Union, Men’s
gym, Women’s gym, Morris Dailey
auditorium, inner quad, and the
outer quad.

PITMAN - ARENDS
ATTEND CONFAB

BOB WUESTHOFF

the Mustangs and 16 against the
Santa Barbarans. Stu Inman and
Bob Wuesthoff were close behind
with a total of 25 and 24 points respectively for the two contests.
Harvey Hubler was the outstanding player of the two opposing forces. Hubler, star center for
the Gauchos, won high scoring
honors Saturday evening as he
sank 28 points. Hank Moroski, all conference guard, was the standout for the Mustangs as he tanked
22 points for top scoring honors
that evening.
Cal Poly proved a tough team
to defeat on their home court and fought up to the closing seconds
of the game. They were able to
gain a six point lead over San Jose
In the opening minutes, but the
Spartans very quickly proved their
superiority by taking the lead and
maintaining it throughout.
The reverse happened in the
Santa Barbara game as the Gold
and White grabbed an early eight
point lead. With the help of sharpshooting
Harvey
Hubler,
the
Gauchos tide up the score at 11all. San Jose moved ahead from
this point and led, 35-28, at the
half.
Tonight the Washington Squate
five will play San Diego State in
the battle for top spot in the
CCAA pennant race. The Aztecs,
led by Dick Barnes, defeated Fresno State Friday night and are expected to be at full strength tonight as they give all they have in
an effort to stop the Spartans.

FRAT PRESIDENT TO
Roland Maxwell, national president pf ’Phi Kappa Tau fraternity,
will address fraternity and nonfraternity men in the Little Theater Wednesday evening.
According to Dave Horn, president of Inter-Fraternity council,
Maxwell was the keynote speaker
at the Western Region Inter.Fraternity conference. His subject
Wednesday will be "The Strength

SPEAK

of the Fraternity System."
Horn extends an invitation to
those who do not belong to fraternities to attend Wednesday
night’s meeting. Preceding Maxwell’s talk there will be a short
Inter-Fret business meeting at 7
p.m., after which the doors will
be opbned to admit those who are
not members of social fraternities. 11

OFF THE WIRE
By UNITED PRESS

I

Edited by JACQUE WOLK

Communist successes in the battle of control of Manchuria
were reported from Peiping, Saturday.
The United Nations Palestine Commission was notified Saturday
that Great Britain may leave large stocks of arms and military equipment in Palestine exposed to Arab and Jewish armed bands when the
British mandate ends next May 15.
Edwin W. Pauley, storm center of a Senate investigation into
commodity trading by "government insiders," Saturday resigned as
special assistant to the Army secretary.
Final reports from Dublin stated Saturday that Prime Minister
Eamon de Valera fell nine seats short of winning a clearcut majority
in the Irish parliamentary election4 and can continue in office only
with support of a coalition government.

A discussion held at the Adult
Education center last week drew
high praise from Dean of Men
Paul M. Pitman.
Dean Pitman and "Doc" Arends,
student body president, represented the college at this discussion
of a San Jose educational program for new citizens.
Under the direction of David
’he entire American Army headquarters in Europe will move from
L. MacKaye, head of Adult Eduto Heidelberg by June SO, It was announced yesterday.
Frankfort
cation in the city of San Jose,
A House Foreign Affairs subcommittee said Saturday the United
and 0. W. Campbell, city manager,
the program is intended to indoc- States should "consider seriously" extending its anti-Communisi
trinate young people with the du- Greek-Turkish military aid program to Iran.
ties and responsibilities of citizen- ’
The London Foreign office has disclosed a British note to Bulgaria
estine
testing the-pattern
follows
a
This idea
immigratioi-psemits.
without
adopted by the citizens of Mani Diplomatic authorities said Yesterday that Russia has now offered
towoc, Wisconsin, and was first
William Shep- to buy IT ships $he- reeeivartmmi-thirthdted-#11talsmrby-walikni-401141
herd.
suggested here
a San Jose State, College lease
1
student.
Renewed communal warfare broke out Saturday in Kashmir provAt the noon meeting held last
arrangements to
week, Mr. MacKaye expressed his ince as followers of Mohandas K. Gandhi completed
next Thursday.
River
Ganges
the
waters
of
the
on
ashes
his
scatter
surprise and pleasure at the fact
that 26 people had been invited,
In New Orleans, the FBI seized four men et the Oisarit airport
and 26 were present.
who are presumed to be the pilots who allegedly flew two surplus
Representatives for the Cham- bombers in a "revolutionary" plot against Venzuela.
ber of Commerce, Junior ChamOver the week-end, the Greek government announced the formaber of Commerce, Santa Clara
of a new six-man "war-council" to direct the spring offensive
tion
County Women’s clubs, YMCA,
guerrillas.
against
Boy Scouts of America, League of
Argentina proposed Saturday that an international conference be
Women Voters, and various church
called in Buenos Aires to settle conflicting claims to the Antarctic
groups were present.
continent.
(Continued on page 5)
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Bad Manners!

Page

Editorial

Dear Thrust and Parry:
It’s about time the San Jose
fans wised up! The unfair, rude,
unmannerly, "who - the - heck-are
r.
you" reception extended to Frank
1
11’!
/bN
Kudelka of St. Mary’s Tuesday
11_
night in Spartan gym was Pooltively the worst in a long string
of small-townish, unsportsmanlike
exhibitions we have witnessed.
Kudelka is a superior basketPublished every school day by the Associated Students of San Jose State College
at the Press of Globe Printing Co. Entered as second class matter at the San Jose ball player and is very deserving
of the national acclaim he is rePost Office.
ceiving. Neither he, nor anyone
1.

-spSan Jose Sta

1

* liege

DAY EDITORThis IssueBRENDA KOPLIN

’Up Powelr
Up Powell, the theme for the all -student Revelries production
scheduled for February 16-20 at San Jose State college, brings to
mind a precious bit of San Francisco heritage.
The many of us who are well acquainted with the Bay City have,
either for fun or of necessity, ridden the dinky, tenacious little cable
cars up Powell street’s steep grade.
Some will remember them for the rhythmic, ding, dongity dong
(=long, ding ding, warning sounded by the yanking of the bell-cord at
every intersection. Some will recall how difficult it was to keep from
sliding forward on the smooth, worn benches during the bumpy ride
_
downhill.
Others have been fascinated by the quaint turntable at the end
of the run, even to the extent of helping the conductor and the "gripper- push the little old-fashioned car into position for a return trip.
Many have stood on the sidewalks listening to the cable clicking endlessly under the pavement; wondering how any gripping mechanism
could hold the car, with its bulging load of passengers, to an iron rope.
Just how effectively San Francisco’s cherished cable car heritage
can be portrayed on the stage, remains to be seen. We can predict,
however, that the very suggestion, "Up Powell," wiN put the audience
in a favorable mood; a mood associated with a city on hills and a
loveable, antique contraption that has conquered those hills since the
year 1873.

BITS OF BANTER
By ABNER FRITZ
This column would like to line itself up with the antagonists of
Universal Military Training.
The real issue seems to have been carefully avoided. We are definitely against further conscription for three basic reasons:
1. A standing army of any size will keep us a militant and military minded nation. It will train our youth, and waste valuable years
in teaching them destructive, instead of constructive methods.
2. No army ever was enlarged for offense, only for "defense."
By keeping our standing army at a high figure by conscription we
will only build up more distrust and international suspicion.
3. In the advent of another big war, where major world powers
will be aligned on opposite sides, robot bombs, jet planes, and atomic
energy under the control of a highly educated group will be the deciding factor, not manpower with rifles, machine guns, or even heavy
artillery. There’ll be lots of time to mop up the demoralized, decapitated and otherwise helpless enemy.
Any future wars will be wars of specialization, not marching men.
It pays us to spend whatever money would be spent on UMT in
educating our people for peace, and disseminating whatever force we
can all over the world, making war improbable and virtually impossible.
Instead of teaching our college students how to be soldiers, let’s
spend that much more time and that much more money in training
them to be good citizens of their country, and good citiseus of the
world in which we live.

PLAIN TALK

I

I I

Idealism And UMT

UMT Security?

Revelries Clown
Is Shy, Retiring
Cliff Roche is the modest type.
Ile quietly admitted that in playing the comic lead opposite the
dynamic Shirley Tallman he has
to give it everything or people will
forget he’s there.
But opening night of "Up Powell" will tell a different story.
The sophomore Speech and Drama
major will send you with his songs,
win you with his personality, and
make you split with laughter over
his antics.
Cliff, who comes from Bakersfield, California, wants to go into
stage work after he graduates
from State.
"’Jack’ in the Revelries show
is not what one would call a
genius," commented the blond and
shy Cliff. "Jack is deadly afraid
of women, particularly the over
amorous Emma, who’s out to get
her man."
Cliff served three years in the
Navy and gained valuable show
experience playing on the Happy
Hour shows while based in Virginia.
The Roche boy says the dancing of Ed Kincaid is another sensational part of the show. But
watch for that Jack Haley of the
Revelries there’s the potential
dynamite.

More Dough

Snook Sez,

Spartan Villagers View Raise
In G. I. Subsistence As Life Saver

Spartan City residents who
slave over their budgets to combat the high cost of living, received the news of the House of
"In arriving at the conclusion that Universal Military Training is
Representative’s passage’ of ina %atter of urgent military necessity and in recommending that it be creased veterans’ subsistence with
approved by the Congress and the people, we have attempted to lay unreserved elation Tuesday night.
down a program through which the military objectives of the training
A spot check of eleven families
an be achieved under circumstances that will streagthen the NAM of
of the college housing project indeinaczsey ant _prove
and
ted_ that approval was _unani.alstasdpoInt to the youths in treble% Our @Me aka, h wever, mous.
Most of ikehudbands
sad ’oStr prisielpal justification for the program are Milikhary security agreed that they would be able
to spend more time on their
sad_peoce,lor ourselves and for the rest of the world"
studio*.
PRESIDENT’S COMMISSION
These were, the words of the President’s
on Universal
James K. Johnson, senior PhysiMilitary Training. It is too bad that they couldn’t have arrived at a
Education major said, "With
different conclusion, but the state of the world today left only this the Increase I won’t have to spend
aa much time working outside.
road open.
There is so much to be done in rebuilding the shaStered nations I’ve found it particularly trying to
of Europe and Asia; in ending hunger and providing for the homeless; study, work, and go out for the
In reviving industry and fommerce and the things of the spirit that boxing team."
Mrs. Milton M. Spinner said,
Americans view with horror the need for spending billions of dollars
"Even
without
children,
$90
on the upkeep of the military establishment.
They fail to realize that weakness is an invitation to extermination. doesn’t go far."
Without the strength to back up our moral positions or discharge our
"It practically insures that my
international commitments, we are impotent in a world where force is husband will stay in school," said
still, unfortunately, a determinant of the right. While we try to rebuild, Mrs. Boyd F. Draper, wife of a
Senior Commerce major.
we must not at the same time invite further destruction.
"’Trying to work and maintain
A weak nation can only beg, not command respect. America must
a ’B’ average just didn’t work
not be weak.
out.
I didn’t have the time to
By HAL SNOOK

1

CLIFF ROCHE

else should have, to be subjected totem-pole.
G. Hall Landry
to such unscrupulous, childish, unASB 6101
reasonable jeers and boos as was
the case Tuesday night. We can
remember when San Jose was
considered a friendly town and
Dear Thrust and Parry, Hal
would have given such an outSnook and G. Hall Landry.
acstanding performer a just
I have been reading your exclaim. (Over a tight Spartan defense Kudelka was the high scor- change of opinions with considerer of the game with 17 points.) able interest and a smile or two
Mr. Snook states he has found
FREQUENT DISCOURTESY
Facts on the side of UMT, and
first
not
the
However, this is
Idealism running rampant among
display of discourtesy shown by the ranks of the opposition (Mr.
State students. Lack of space Landry, I presume). We shall aswill not allow us to enumerate sume for the moment that he ’is
but Just think backyou can correct in this conjecture.
name them.
PEACE?
It seems we have reached the
What, Mr. Snook, leads you to
point where we can’t go to a believe that facts are good, congame or boxing match without clusive, indicative and valid reabooing everything and everybody. sons for adopting UMT? Where
The feeling seems to be that the do facts come from? From what
"Spartans can do no wrong," and man has seen, discovered, and deso when some more broad-minded veloped, has man ever discovered
judge or official calls a decision PEACE?
against State he is promptly and
H a s man ever developed
decisively booed.
PEACE? Thep where did you
San Jose State Athletic depart- ever discover any facts about
ment wants to get into the big achieving PEACE? The very idea
time. Her athletic teams have of PEACE is so idealistic, so beproven that they have the ability yond the grasp of the huge majoriwhen the fans haven’t graduated ty of us that it is astounding to
but how can we ever get there hear you say that the government
from the small time,_ adolescent has printed facts about it. I am
stage yet.
afraid that you have confused
Let’s give San Jose athletics as facts about PEACE with facts
well as ourselves a break. Let’s about WAR, which are the only
watch ow conduct in the future! facts we know.
H. B. Gelatt, ASB 458;
Granted, we must face these
Wil Concklin, ASB 1842
facts about war to aid us, but
we must combine facts with
IDEALISM; our constitution was
based on that combination. Please,
Dear Thrust and Parry:.
Mr. Landry, do not discard the
Burchard when facts of War; but even more
AgreedMax
you state in your Thrust and earnestly I ask you, Mr. Snook,
Parry of Wednesday that we must not to renounce Idealism.
keep ourselves prepared to ward
David A. Comstock
off all opposition to our freedom.
ASB 6068
The question then, regarding
UMT, is security, not morals or
liberty. (Although I heartily disagree with your arguments on Mr. Comstock:
I congratulate you on your well
both these points.)
Can UMT, then, give us securi- thought out letter. I believe you
ty? Can a bunch of kids that have made one error though. I
will be taught to march, salute have checked through my articles
and fire a rifle compete with the on this subject and I cannot find
new *dentin, weapons of warfare anywhere in them a statement
A bombs, rockets, guided mis- that I had discovered facts about
siles, germ warfare and radiation? peace. Facts in the report from
the commission on UMT both pro
FIVE BILLIONS
Wouldn’t we have a greater and eon, but facts about peace
chance for security if we took the
I heartily agree Mr. Comstock,
five billions it would cost per year
that
we must combine facts with
strengthUMT
and
used
it
to
for
en the UN? Or is this too "ideal- Idealism in reaching a decision,
istic" for you, couldn’t we use the and I also assure you that I have
money for the economic support not renounced idealism. Idealism
of the less fortunate of the world will work when there are facts
without the use of "Dollar Di- to work with it, but I think friu
plomacy?" Or if this too is too will agree that it will not stand
"idealistic," couldn’t we use the alone . . . for ideals are in the
same amount for our own diplo- realm of the abstract.
AROUSE INTEREST
matic services, or in our intethWhen facts, both pro and con,
gence services, or in the further
development of scientific research are laid out side by side where
In order to keep one step ahead of one can observe and weigh them,
the reasons for adopting UMT
competing nations.
When the bomb was dropped on become evident. These facts to me
Hiroshima, the mind became mas- show a necessity for UMT.
It is unfortunate that I am unter over the club, and scientific
warfare became top man on the able to present all of the facts,
both pro and con, in my column,
but when one commissions report
runs 448 pages it is evident this
cannot be done. I can only hope
that there will be sufficient interest aroused so that some people will take the time and the effort to thoroughly investigate.
There is a statement to the efstudy," said Albert C. Smith, fect that "American people cannot
sophomore Pre-Legal major.
or will not think, only react!"
"Ninety
dollars
just
isn’t When I started my column I asenough to adequately support sumed that the people on this
three children, said Mrs. Robert campus were in the thinking category, but until this letter arrived
W. Meuse).
I have received only reactions. I
"It’s wonderful," said Billy hope this is a turning
point.
Parton, ace Spartan halfback. "It
Hal Snook
will help defray the expense of
having- our_secosuLdilldEdward Mut tersbach,
major, thought it was "swell" but
It should have been somatime
ago.
"It’s a good deal," said Ove H.
Jensen senior Music major, "I’ve
been squeezing my schedule to
three school days, so I could work
Tuesdays and Thursdays."
"Veterans will probably take
larger schedules, and get out of
school faster now," said John C.
Purser, Education major. "In the
long run it won’t, cost the government more."
Angelo Colombo, Physical Education major, thought the raise
’was swell, but he doubted that the
VA will be more efficient in getting the checks out on time than
they were before.

Stars Ray liackott
The euttreArtudevtt
vited to attend the Junior Prom
scheduled to be held Sat
February 28, with the music of
Ray Hackett in the Civic auditorium from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m.,
said Tom Wall, junior class president.
The dance is semi -formal but
men may wear tuxedos. The auditorium will be sufficiently decorated to camouflage huge vastness.
.Ray Hackett and his orcheitra
will play several songs from
"Spartan Revelries of 1948" during the evening
Bids are on sale in the Library
arch and are limited in number.
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CAST CUTS UP ON SET

ENROLLMENT FIGURES
SHOW 6390 SPARTANS
By BOB
Enrollment in San Jose State
and Junior colleges has leveled
off for the Winter quarter at 6390
students taking a total of 90,050
units.
State college enrollees are 487’7
strong, while the Junior college
follows with 1513.
An all-over view of statistics,
as recently released by Joe H.
West, registrar, reveals a plurality of 1598 men in the twocollege total. In the State college men hold nearly a two-to-one
edge. Men total 3994 and women 2396.
CLASS COMPOSITION
Freshmen are most numerous
on the campus as their 2460 number places them 606 above the
Sophomore class of 1854 students.
The Frosh is composed of 1508
men and 962 women, and there
are 1274 Sophomore men added
to 580 women to round out the
class.
In the upper division, Junior
class, 1183 strong, holds a 407

Four members of the "Up Powell" cast go through a laugh routine during rehearsals for the allstudent show scheduled for February 16-21. Left to right are: Roy Bertorelli, Betty Louthan, Doris Perry,
and Nick Lickwar.
Photo by Jack Haddon

CAA Lists
Society Sends Scouts Slate
Job Openings Aid To France Camp Meets
The Civil Aeronautics administration has openings for a nurnber of qualified single men as aircraft communicators in, Alaska,
at starting salaries of $3306 a
year, it was announced Friday.
Qualifications include the ability to receive and transmit Morse
code at a minimum of 30 words
per minute; to touch typewrite
at 3.5 words a minute; and 18
months -of communications experience or education.
Applicants should send form 57,
available at most post offices, to
CAA Aeronautical Center, P. 0.
Box 1082, Oklahoma City 1, Okla.

Six students in France are being sent clothing and food by
Iota Delta Phi, French honorary
society, announces Carol Baumgartner, reporter.
The students, five boys and one
girl, all suffered losses in their
immediate families during the
war. One of them lost his leg
during imprisonment in a German concentration camp.
According to Miss Baumgartner,
they are all in need of food
and clothing She asked that all
members of the society and any
interested students bring packages to the Modern Language office, room 25.

The first of a series of meetings
designed for women students interested in camp counseling was
held Saturday at the Girl Scout
house in Palo Alto.
These meetings will continue
to be held the first Saturday of
every month from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the same location.
The purpose is to assist girls
who wish to be camp counselors
to attain camping skills such as
nature craft, dramatics and singing.
Anyone who Is interested
may attend. No charge will be
made.
Students attending are
requested to bring their lunches.

Further information can be obtained from Miss Marion Theobald
at the Girl Scout house, 1120
Hopkins Ave., in Palo Alto, or
WASHINGTON ,(UP)Secre- Soviet Union.
Eisenhower, in his valedictory by calling P.A. 6191.
tary of State George C. Marshall
and retiring Chief of Staff Gen. to the Washington press corps at
Dwight D. Eisenhower are con- the National Press club, said he
vinced personally that the Soviet was "certain" Soviet Russia does
Union is not planning and does not want war now because it is in
not want a war with anyone now. "no position to carry on a global
Eisenhower retired Saturday, war."
By ABNER FRITZ
"Until she thinks she can win,"
but Marshall will continue to direct American foreign policy, es- Eisenhower said, "she won’t start
Vast amounts of paper flow
pecially the "cold war" with the one."
from room 18, San Jose State
college, to the San Francisco office of the Veterans’ Administration these days.
Many veterans make out overdue subsistence forms two, three
By DR. T. W. MacQUARR1E
and even- four times. A case in
P4100017000,04:KOC4014V515.
point last week occurred when
veteran, who had three overone
properties,
of
the
High
School
purchase
the
about
talk
this
of
all
In
due subsistence forms on file, was
there is no friction whatever between the College and the City. I want
requested by the VA to fill out
everyone to know that. Actually it is something of a triumph of good a fourth form.
will that two such large institutions, so close together, have been hble
RED TAPE
to get along all these years.
No
reason
was given foi the
wasn’t
so
bad.
But
they
grew
and
small
it
were
When both schools
additional form sheet, although
grew, and pressures developed. The High School was overrunning the
the veterans in Miss Roose’s ofCollege campus and the College didn’t like it. Then
smiled knowingly among
fice
the City purchased the playground between Seventh
themselves.
Every
High.
Lincoln
and Ninth. Later they built the
One expressed the sentiments
effort was made to correct a situation which was
of the group this way. "We got
tad-from the beginning. uisod_to 01 red tape a long time
ago. Irsa-15V0iingNIILF1T-(ntuA few years ago the City; realising that nothing
ation Normal, All Foaled Up)
Could be done on the present site, purchased a new
with a touch of FUBAR (Fouled
should
School
The
High
develop
it
began
to
iiitiand
Up Beyond All Recognition) and
be, able to move in about two years. The State will
a touch of Janfud (Joint Armyhave to purchase the old buildings, and alio the
Navy Forded -11: ITV-Detail- thrown
Technical High and playgrounds. Everyone will be
in for good measure."
glad when that little chore im accomplishedIt
slight
Editor’s note--Several
might well be elle occasion for some kind of celechanges have been made in the
bration.
above GI slang expressions in orI remember once talking to the late Superintendent Walter Bach- der to conform to postal laws and
rodt about our problem. We agreed that if in our life that serious regulations.
difficulty could be corrected, we might well consider it the climax of
VET COMPLAINTS
our common effort. Good old Walter didn’t live to see the day, and
Miss Roose has requested all
I am still struggling along.
veterans with complaints to file
If you want to help in this little matter, do all you can in favor an overdue subsistence form and
of that bond issue on the seventeenth’, and be sure to voteif you report receipt of their checks to
her office.
favor it.

War Not Planned By USSR-Marshall

Red Tape Marks
Veterans’ Affairs

JUST AMONG OURSELVES

BODEN
plurality over the Seniors, who
combine 424 men and 352 women
for a 776 total.
There are 716 junior men and
467 women.
VETERAN ENROLLMENT
Non -veterans hold only a 269
lead over an enrollment of 3021
veterans,
The largest number
of vets (1032) are in the Sophomore class, where they outnumber non -vets by 210. Ex-servicewomen add their 105 strength to
the veteran enrollment.
While the larger part of Washington square population is not
new to the campus, 304 students
mark Winter quarter as their
first. A small group of 137 former Spartans have returned after absences.
Of the new students, 172 came
from high schools, 108 transferred from colleges, and 24 are
adult special students. Spartans
who were here last quarter total
5949.

COMPOSER-BAND LEADER
IS EX-STATE STUDENT
By BOB BLACKMON
Eddie Howard, well-known composer and band leader, studied
hotel management at San Jose State college from 1931-33.
Howard organized a band in 1941 after spending several years
as singer and guitarist for the Dick Jurgens orchestra. He has composed "Careless," "If I Knew Then," "My Last Goodbye," "A Million
iYears Ago," and many other hit
tunes. At present he is playing at
the Hotel Commodore in New
York.
Records in the Registrar’s office show that Edward Evan Howard’ enrolled as a trial student
Ann Rogers, former business
in the Technical Curriculum in
manager of the Spartan Daily,
the fall of 1931. The card gives
was seen around the Journalism
the date of his birth as September
department last Friday.
When
12, 1913, and the place of his
asked if things had changed much,
birth as Woodland, Calif. On the
Ann replied, "This new place, it’s
back of the card is the typical
wonderful!"
registration snapshot. The picture
Having gained her A.A. at San shows the image of a callow
freshJose State college in ’44, Ann is man with a numbered tag over his
now working for her teaching chest.
(journalism) credentials at ChiA "C" STUDENT
co State college.
Dr. Harrison F. Heath said that
although Personnel records show
that he has interviewed Howard
a few times he cannot remember
him. Dr. Heath said that he maintained a C average while at
Elmo Robinson announced Fri- Sparta for five quarters. Howard
day that the Fairness committee did one quarter of practice work
will report its findings to students at a local hotel. The personnel
Wednesday at 4:30 Nip. in Morris record shows the comment by the
Dailey auditorium.
hotel manager that, "He did a
Letters have been int to all fine job."
campus organizations requesting
Howard took the Seashore Apeach group to send three repre- titude test and he was ranked at
sentatives to this meeting. Mr. the top on tonal memory and
Robinson, committee chairman, quality. In general his marks for
said that any interested student is the entire test were high.
invited to attend.
Formal music training at State
was restricted to a Beginning
Voice course, and one in Beginning Piano. He sang one quarter
on the A Cappello choir, and played one quarter on the elementary
band. He received three B’s and
The story is that Willie came one A in these subjects.
from the humane society to play
ALWAYS LIKED MUSIC
a part in "Uncle Harry" and, now
that the production is over, "WilHoward’s sister, Mrs. Grace
lie" can’t bring herself to return. Schoenberger, lives in San Jose.
In fact, she’s desperately interest- She told this reporter over the
ed in any offer for a permanent telephone that her brother always
position as a companion.
was interested in music. "He was
Willie is two years old, a black always singing when he was a
make ygv," she said. Charlotte
an appointment to meet Willie Howard enrolla-as an
through the speech office, room in 1929.. The family moved to
75 S. 15th street two years later
ffietrEddie entered school.-Its.. Schoenberger said that her
ither did some singing and playCalifornia State Civil service lug in local bands his Krst year at
examinations will be held April 17 State. For awhile he played with
for junior and intermediate typ. the idea of becoming a doctor.
1st -clerks and stenographer-clerks, As time went on, he began to deit was announced last week. Sal- vote more and more time to music.
aries range from $160 to $230 His first big break came when he
started singing for the Eddie Fitzmonthly.
Applications must be filed with patrick band about 1934, she said.
Eddie’s sister spiked the rumor
the State PersGonel board, 1015
L Street, Sacramento, .by March that he had gone to Stanford. A
29, or be postmarked by midnight check revealed that they have no
record of a Edward Evan Howard.
of that day.

Former Manager
Visits Daily Office

Committee Slates
Cheating Report

Willie Doesn’t
Want To Leave

Civil Sejfe

suessonsissomenealseemmeamW
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BABE RUTH. ILL. OFF
TO FLORIDA FOR REST
By

CARL

NEW YORK (UP).
They stood on the train platform and said goodbye the
same faithful who always come
to say goodbye to the Babeand
they couldn’t help but wonder
this time"Is the big guy going
to come back?"
RUTH TRAVELS
It was a sad moment for the
one and only Babe Ruth and for
his host of admirers as he
slumped into his seat for the long
ride to sunshine.
Ruth, who has gone to Miami

REBOUNDS
By ABNER FRITZ
Ouch! After seeing the fight
pictures taken at the National
Athletic Association
Collegiate
finals in Madison last Spring, all
we can do is groan.
It was apparent, according to
the films, that several Wisconsin
men were the victims of bad decisions, but certainly a pair of
San Jose lads named Wayne
Fontes and Bobby Anderson hs.d
an even bigger squawk coming to
them.
This is a new year thoeth and
since last year’s judging, or rnrsjudging, some new rules have
been put into effect and U of W
officials won’t call the shots .on
this year’s national fisticuff fiesta.

LUNDQUIST
many times in the late Winter
before, never left under such
circumstances. For this time he
was ill, full of pain, and, unlike
, last year when he also was sick,
he was despondent.
He spoke in a whisper, the
whisper necessitated by three operations on his throat and neck,
and he spoke ever so slowly.
"Id just like to get rid of this
Pale," he said, rubbing his neck.
"I’d be all right If I could get
this nerve straightened out. ..I
don’t feel good I’m weak and
I’ve got no strength?’
That was what worried the
faithful, for never before had the
all-time
home-run
slugger of
baseball admitted that he felt
bad, not even when he became
doubled over with indigestion
from a pre-game luncheon of a
dozen hot dogs and as many bottles of assorted soda pop. .
The Babe, who was scheduled
to alive at Miami at 3:30 p.m.
(e.s.t.), had no plans for his 53rd
birthday on Saturday, and a
birthday for Ruth always before
has been a big occasion.

NEXT MEET
Friday night Portal’s boxers
take on a combined team from
Santa Barbara and the University of Nevada, in what should
prove to be a good test of Spartan power With the gloves.
The crucial matches will be
with Gonzaga, Idaho and Louisiana State this year, and it is unfortunate that two of Sparta’s
leading contenders, Fontes and
Anderson, will have so few fights
before facing these seasoned foes.
However, the PCI rating system
will save .many a young boxer
from an early end to his career
by matching him with men too
far his superior.
To quote Portal, as he said last
Thursday, "In some sports, if you
face very good opposition, and
they run up the score, you lose
face. In boxing, if the opposition
is too good, sometimes you lose
the shape of your face."
Ever one to protect his boxers
and the shapes of their faces,
Portal’s headgear has met with
wide apaoval. The latest "Man
from Mars" helmet transmits almost the full force of a blow,
while scientific cushioning and
screening protects the physiognomy from needless permanent
damage.
REPORTERS EXPERIMENT
In experiments conducted in the
Spartan Daily office, reporters
found that the only spot available
to leather was the nose, which
could be bloodied quite easily. It
waaiiii_aelastabmilbut1W
a
right
that
helmet-wearers
cross, tables the thrower of the
punch paid attention to what he
was doing, might be landed on
s throWees
Ulm right side f
AMIN*, causing him to lose his
balance, considerable face, in addition to almost dislocating his
jaw.
It was also learned, (via the
demonstration method ) that
when one glove is held in front
of the opening in the helmet, it
is not wise to peek around it. By
brushing it aside with an arm, you
can then see the opponent. If
you try to peek around it, the
only thing you’re apt to see is
total darkness.

RUTH IS ILL
"It doesn’t make any difference how old I am," he said.
"With this pain I feel like I was
90."
The old hero of the Yankees,
always a senthnental guy, sat
with tears in his eyes as he said
that "I just have to get In shape
again, so I can go back to my
work as a representative for junior American Legion baseball."
"I enjoy being with those kids
so much. I just must be in shape
to do it."
The exact nature of Ruth’s illness never has been disclosed,
mainly because physicians never
have been. able to agree among
themselves on just what ailed him.

U. S. BOBBIES
TAKE LEAD
IN OLYMPICS
U. S. bobsledders jumped off to
a good start toward America’s
third Olympic Championship today in the first two heats of the
four-man sled event before choppy
track conditions forced a temporary postponement of competition.
America’s No. 2 team, driven by
Francis Tyler of Lake Placid,
N. Y., had the second best time
in the opening heat and the fastest time of the seven teams that
had made their second run when
Olympic officials postponed the
remainder of the heat until afternoon to fix two corners of the
track which had been badly battered by the heavy sleds.
SECOND RUNS
Later it was anounced that the
remaining runs in the seccind
bobsledding heat will be resumed
at 9 a.m. (3 a.m. EST) tomorrow
because the course would not be
repaired for afternoon competiTyler’s team whizzed down the
ice-packed mile -long run in 1:17.1
to finish second in the first lie
to Switzerland’s crack IsTo. I combine drIveh -byFritz Fierabend,
which was clocked in 1:16.9. The
No. 1 U. S. sled, driven by Jimmy
Bickford of Saranac Lake, N. Y.,
made the opening run in 1:17.4
for the fifth best time, but its
second run was delayed until this
afternoon.
Tyler’s sled made the second
run in 1:17.4, given the No. 2
U. S. team an aggregate time of
2:34.5 for the first two heats. The
remaining two heats in the fourman
bobsled competition
are
scheduled for tomorrow.

FIELD
AND
GYM
By PAUL VON HAFFTEN
The Olympic games are causing quite a bit of excitement in
Spartan athletics this year, especially track. Coach Bud Winter has a heavy schedule this
year and it includes such opponents as Coaege of Pacific and
Stanford as our main dual meet
foes.
However, the Spartan track
team is capable of placing high
in the NCAA this year. While the
position will be tough, especially with Southern California and
Illinois studded with stars, the
Spartans
believe
nonetheless
that they have a chance in the
big meets.
Coach Winter has worked hard
to build up his teams and had
an excellent season last year. His
main ace was Bob Likens, who
captured the javelin championship at the NCAA tournament
held at Salt Lake City.
HUBBARD
Coach Bill Hubbard neither
confirmed or denied assertions
made by Sports Columnist Buddy
Leitch that he would resign as
head football mentor.
When he was approached by us
on the subject, Hubbard merely
stated.
"I don’t know why Buddy says
the things he does."
SPARTAN STADIUM
Plans for enlarging the Spartan
stadium from 12,000 to 16,500
are in the State Legislature and
may go through this session. This
is the first step toward increasing it to about 20,000 or 25,000
spectators.
- POOR STANFORD
Sequoia
high
Whoops! The
varsity of Redwood City boxing
squad trimmed the pants off Stanford a short time ago and could
be a reason for the Card boxing
squad’s not desiring to meet us.
Wonder who the boy is from
the Sequoia high squad that
Coach Dee Portal has in mind as
a prospect for future years?

U. S. HOCKEY
TEAM BEATS
AUSTRIA
ST. MORITZ (UP)The U. S.
Amateur Hockey Association team
defeated Austria, 13 to 2, in the
non-Olympic Hockey tournament.
In other games undefeated Canada and Czechoslovakia battled
to a 0-0 tie; Sweden defeated
Great Britain, 4 to 3; and Switzerland went into undisputed possession of first place by trimming
Poland, 14 to 0, ’for its sixth
straight victory.
Fifteen four-man teems representing nine nations were entered
In the event. Bobsled officials
decped to delay the rest of the
trials so that the last starters
in the event would not be handicapped by the poor condition of
the track at "Sunny Corner" and
at "Horseshoe Corner."
Both the U. S. teams were fast
and at "Sunny Corner" were clock in starting on their opening run
ed unofficially only one-tenth of
a second behind the favored Swiss
team. However, they were slowed
down on the last portion of the
rtatibk-_No. ---8v.ries-teeni’s secthis
ond heat was postponed
afternoon.

SPORT
COATS
Regulars, Shorts
and Longs

SLACKS
All Wool Bedford Cord
Gabardine and FlannI

Otto Galbraith
Montgomery Hotel Bldg.
22 W. San Antonio

SWIM COACH WALKER
LAUDS SPARTANS
Though his team was beaten
49-26 by the San Francisco Olymswimming
recently,
pic
Club
coach Charley Walker was not
at all disheartened. "With Weeden, Beanston and Talon, the
Olympic Club was much stronger
than they were last year," said
"Many of the
genial Charley.
Spartans turned in their best
times of the year and I think we
could have beaten the squad they
had last year." Weeden, Beanston and Taloli are among the
best on the Coast In their events.
Taioli was the only double winner of the evening, with victories
Beanston,
in the 220 and 440.
former University of California

star, took the 100, and Weeden
took the 150-yard backstroke.
Only winners for the Spartans
were Ed Rudloff and Pat McConnet Rudloff took the 200-yard
breaststroke and, according to
Coach Walker, is In better condition now than he was at this time
last year. McConnel looked good
In winning the diving competition.
Captain Jack Daly took
seconds in two events, the 50 and
100-yard freestyles.
The Spartans meet a strong
Indian team in the Spartan pool
next Wednesday night. The Indians are led by their former
NCAA 50-yard freestyle champion, Bob Anderson.

BARTELL IS INTRAMURAL
FINE COACH CAGERS VIE
SAYS SCOUT THIS WEEK
By HAL WOOD
United Praia Sports Writer
_
SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 6 (UP)
Success for rowdy Richard Bartell as manager of the Kansas
City Blues of the American Association was predicted recently
by Bartell’s greatest admirer
New York Yankees’ scout Joe Devine, the man who signed scrappy
Dick to his first professional contract 21 years ago.

The remaining schedule of the
Intramural Basketball tourney, as
released by_ Coach
_
_ Ted Maltby
is as follows.
Feb. 9Eastern AU Stars vs. Pets
Bums; Siobbovian Shrnoes vs
Newman Club; Spartan Manor
vs Varsity House; Modesto Moe
Folks vs Fighten Tigers.

Feb. 10Wildcats
vs Minerva
Lions; The Hankets vs Ridge
Runners; Spartan Manor vs
Fast Fire; Pyle Inn Boys vs
BARTELL GREAT
Garden City Athletic Club.
"Bartell is perfect managerial
timber," says Devine. "His only Feb. IICherry Pickers vs Mantrouble is that he sees too much.
gini’s Murderous
Marauders;
"He was in an unfortunate sitGarden City Athletic club vs
uation at Sacramento last year
Newman Club; Newman Club
where there were so many stock(,IV) vs Minerva Lions; Wildholders trying to run the club.
cats vs Renegades.
But with Kansas City he will have
a free hand and he’ll be a suc- Feb. I6Pyle Inn Boys vs Spartan Chi; Renegades vs APO
cess."
Crusaders.
Devine said that Bartell, who
played in the majors 15 ,years
PLAY-OFF GAMES
with many clubs, was "his reFeb.
18, 19, 23, 25 and 26.
knows
it
sponsibility"but he
will be an easy one.
Bob Cutler’s intramural eager*,
DEVINE SIGNED
Eastern All Stars, hail from eight
"The first man I signed while different states. Bob comes from
scouting for the Pittsburgh Pi- Philadelphia, Pa., himself. He is
rates was Joe Cronin. When the also a football player.
Pirates released Joe, I predicted
at that time he would be a major
league manager before he was
I’ve always
he was.
30and
thought Bartell would make a fine
managerand he will."
Devine said that Bartell can exFor All Your
pect a lot of help from giant Carl
Automotive Needs
DeRose, the- 23-year-old pitcher
who was hero of that perfect
OPEN SUNDAYS
game for Kansas City last year
9 ’Til I P.M.
a
sore
had
fact
he
despite the

KRAGEN

AUTO SUPPLY

427 So. First
SPORTS-EXCHANGES

Col. 8763-R

Cal Poly appears to have come
up with a powerhouse wrestling
In their last mat meet
squad.
the Mustangs unsaddled the Santa Barbara Gauchos 36-0.

CHAT AND CHEW
in the homey atmosphere of

SAM’S
with

CHEF AL

At tile home of

where the GI dollar goes farther
5.75 meal ticket only 5.00

Spartan Bowlers

_-AIR._ganta Clara
across from Lucky’s

M-CAS141
3c A GAL. ON REGULAR
31/2c A GAL. ON ETHYL
It’s true, Guys and Gals. Buy
your gasolin at +hip $AAvON
STATION. 4th and William.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

SAAVON
Service Station
Cor. 4th

Fred "Duffy" Poiv., Mgr

Min-lk Women’s P.E.
Clams Wel here.
WE FEATURE A FULL LINI
BOWLING BALL BAGS AND SHOES

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open fvem 10 A.M.

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Clef,’ Bal. 8423

WAA TO SHOW Monday, February 9, 1948
OFFICIATING
’ INFO OFFICE
TECHNIQUE
ACCUMULATES
At 7:00 p.m. Wednesday in the
LOST ARTICLES
Women’s gym, there will be a

UNIFORMS ON CAMPUS

demonstration on Officiating Girls
Ete:ketball, with an interpretation
of thr current rules tor the junior
and senior high schools of this
ea.

billfolds, fountain pens, mechanical
pencils,
pipes,
compacts,
bracelets, and other various and
sundry articles belonging to State
students have virtually filled a
drawer in the "Lost and Found"
A demonstrated game will be department in the Information ofofficiated by Miss Mary Jonas, fice, Mrs. Ethelyn Agier of the
WAA basketball manager, and office stated Friday.
Miss Edith Johnston, both of whom
Mrs. Agler urges all owners of
have national officiating ratings. these lost articles to "come and
RCpresentatives from the follow- get ’em." The Information office
ing junior and senior high schools is located just inside the main
of this area have been invited: Administration building entrance,
Peter Burnett Junior High school, across the hall from the Dean of
Woodrow Wilson Junior High Men’s office.
school, Herbert Hoover Junipr
High school, Roosevelt Junior
High school, San Jose High school,
Abraham Lincoln High school,
Santa Clara High school, Los Gatos High school, Campbell High
school, and Fremont High school.

SANTA CLARA’
PROF TO SPEAK
HERE FRIDAY

WAA CAGERS
TO MEET HERE
IN PLAYDAY
WAA basketball teams will play
host Thursday night to three Stanford basketball teams. Representative San Jose teams are to be
With the advent of uniformed ROTC members, three groups appear determined by playoffs Tuesday
on campus every Friday in regulation garb. Pictured above are Betty afternoon at 4:30.
League I playoff will be beHunzeker, left, in the traditional nursing uniform with cape; Raul
Diez, center, in the new ROTC uniform; and Barbara Westberg, right, tween Mrs. Wallace’s Naughty
In the student nurse dress. Police school members appear in uniform, Girls, captained by Lynn McIntyre, and the Tan Tans, captained
too, but on Fridays many of these students don ROTC outfits.
by Eleanor Kohn. League II playPhoto by Erie Madison
offs will be between the Mary
George Coop with Betty Bunker as
captain and The "!" Points with
Captain Betty Schwerin. League
III winner has already been determined and the Blue Hornet team,
with Jean Martin as captain, will
100 hours practical retailing explay Thursday evening.
perience, and a definite interest
Bob Thom, president, yester- in:tell field.
day released the names of stuAdvisers to the organization
dents pledging Theta Mu Sigma, are Guy G. George and Dr.
Milsocial fraternity.
burn D. Wright.

1

SOCIAL SCENES

Theta Mu Sigma .. .

USSR SUBJECT
OF SEARS TALK

They are Bob Heisey, Ken Hopper, Jack Hubbs, Louis Nola and
Charles Jones. -

Tri Gamma . . .

Election of officers will take
place Wednesday. Those now in
office are: Thom, president; Carl
Frank
L,eijon, vice president;
Di Tomaso, treasurer, and Kerry
Cutter, secretary.

Tri Gamma, social fraternity,
has been accepted by the InterFraternity council after the customary two-quarter probation period, according to Frank Farr,
frat president.

Eta Mu P1.

Alpha Pi Omega...

Dr. Lawrence Sears of Mills
college, authority on international
affairs, will speak on the topic,
"U.S. and the U.S.S.R" at the
Montgomery Theater at 8:15 Wednesday.
His lecture is sponsored by the
local branch of American Asso-

Tonight from 7

ED CONFAB

mama),

Thirty-six San Jose State college women Were pledged to Delta
Zeta, national social sorority, February 1.
Pledging ceremonies took place
at the University of California
chapter house with members of
the Cal chapter officiating. Neophytes will be initiated later this
month.
The group at San Jose State college will become the 66th chapter
of the national organization. Other
California chapters are those at
Cal, UCLA and USC.
Charter members include Lois
Bacon, Joan Bellingeri, Velma
Bossen, Donaldine Bridges, Elizabeth Brisbin, Hetty Brownlee,
Frances Butti, Barbara Lee Champion, Patricia Elkins, Ruth Gallaher, Beverley Hansen, Mary Hill,
Barbara Huse, and Norva Ingram.

Betty Jackson, Dorothy L. -Johnson, Claire Johnston, Elizabeth
Kilgallen, Gloria Leonard, Dorothy
Littig, Ruth McQueen, Carol Martinelli, Alida Morse, Mary Muffle man, Patricia Anne Myers, Patricia Nabors, NeLlis Nedom, and
The program, sponsored by the Gayle Quinn.
ASH Chapel committee, will be
Rut ti Rainville, Sara Jane Ries,
held in the Little Theater at 12:30
Marion Sinz, Iva Stephens, Derell
p.m.
Stockfleth, Marie Adele Thomp"Significance of this observ- son, Ina Beth Watson,
and Faith
ance," explains Chairman Pro-tern Wilson.
Fred Jobs, "is that throughout the
Dr. Margaret Jones, head of the
world men and women of different religions will be united in Home Economics department and
a member of Delta Zeta, will serve
prayer."
as honorary adviser to the group.
The student body and faculty Mrs. Fern Wendt will be the acare urged by Jobs to attend this tive faculty adviser.
observance. Protestant, Jewish,
and Catholic students and faculty
members will take part in leading
the services.
Chuck Murphy, male singing speaking lead of Spartan Revelries
of 1948, "Up Powell," will be guest
singer on "Spartans On Review"
at 8:15 p.m. tonight on Radio
KEEN.
Kenneth L. Stephens, June 1946
Joe Juliano, Revelries director,
Advertising graduate, was ap- I and Dave Wight, music director,
pointed publicity secretary for the will also be on the show.
San Jose Chamber of Commerce
last week, announces Mrs. Dolores
F. Spurgeon, faculty member of
the Journalism department and
editor of the Alumni Bulletin.
Bids went on sale yesterday in
Stephens joined the Chamber the Library arch for the forthimmediately upon graduation as coming Valentine’s dance "Heart’s
research and special eventssec- Delight," featuring the all-girl
retary. He is a past business man- orchestra, "The Star Gazers."
This being leap year, the girls
ager of the Spartan Daily. He
lives in Los Gatos.
may ask the men of their choice.

GUEST SINGER

SJS GRAD GETS
PUBLICITY JOB

BIDS ON SALE

Attendance at all these forum
meetings is compulsory for P. E.
majors. The group will meet at
7 p.m. Other speakers slated to
address the forum include:

More On

ACADEMIC TRANSFER STU(Con ued from Page 1)
DENTS may have their programs
to Dean Pitman, it
Accore,ng
approved for the Spring quarter
cry distinguished group.
In Dean Elder’s office, room 110,
University of
now. NO PROGRAMS WILL BE Dean Owens of the
school, and Mrs.
APPROVED DURING SPRING Santa Clara Law
Grace Slosser, president of Wilson
VACATION.
Evening High school in San .Jose
T
COMMITTEE:
RALLY
were another pair that added
night at 7 in room 24.
greatly to the conference.
Dean Pitman says Mrs. Simmer
TRI GAMMA: Tonight at 7 in
first person ever to ~anis
secondary credential
general
a
COLLEGIATE CHRIS TIAN
college. Mrs. Slower refrom
this
FELLOWSHIP: Todax_at 12:30
ivether oredeORILIast June..
On. in roOnt
Mrs._ Slosser_ and John
ETA TAU RHO: Tonight at 7 assistant city manger, head a comin room 33. All Jewish students bined city government-school comare urged to attend. Important mittee that is preparing further
organizational meeting.
action.
d i s cussion
for
Registration
AWS ATTENTION: Will the
following girls meet at The A,WS groups will start in March, was
booth today at respective times the hope expressed by Mr. Macto sell bids: Yvonne Civretta, 1<aye, and some ,type of ceremonial
Marilyn Zeller, Joan Hale, Bea would be ready for the third SunRule, Bobbie Cabbage, Barbara day in May.
Watts, Pat Cook, Peggy Etherton
PAN AMERICAN LEAGUE:
and Anne Quigle.
CO-ED RECREATION COM- Tomorrow night at 7 in room 25.
MITTEE: Today at 4:30 p.m. in Joint meet with Sigma Delta Pi
and International Relations club.
Women’s gym.

SJSC CO-EDS
PLEDGED TO
DELTA ZETA

The. Rev. William Tobin, profesor of religion at the University
of Santa Clara, will be the principal speaker at the inter-religious
observance of "World Day of
Peace" Friday.

Clive Laiz, director of placement
for the California Teachers’ association, will speak on "The Occupational Outlook in P. E." this
evening in room S210, the Men’s
P. E. department announced last
week. Laiz -will be thee second
speaker in the new forum series.

Ken

SWIM CLUB:
to 9 at pooL
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LAIZ TO SPEAK TO P.E. MAJORS

Alpha Pi Omega, social fraterStudents accepted as pledges
Eta Mu PL national honorary nity, recently accepted nine stumerchandising fraternity, were dents as members, according to
released yesterday by Walter Ken Calhoun, member.
Plant, president.
Their names are David Heagerty,
William Pope, William
lFtamke,
Vera
are
The students
Harold
Jane Renquist, Ernest Hamline, Walker, William Furnell,
RobMargaret McLean, Franci Doug- Christiansen, Robert Castle,
Weaver and
ert Minor,
las and Robert Snyder.
Selection is based on scholastic Charles Frusetta.
A formal dinner followed the
average in the upper 25 per cent
of the department, a minimum of initiation.

Announcements

SPARTAN DAILY

Dr. William Sweeney, head of
the Education department, who
will speak on "Educational Degrees and Credentials" on February 16. Glenn Hartranft, head of
the Men’s P. E. department, will
explain "The Professional StanDR. LAWRENCE SEARS
dards Desired in San Jose State
College P. E. Majors," while C.
L. Walker, swimming coach, will
elation of University Women and
talk on "The P. E. Majors’ Trainare
faculty
and
students
San Jose
Curriculum at San Jose State
especially invited to attend. There ing
College" on March 2.
will be no admission charge.
On March 3, a two-speaker proDr. Sears is professor of interben plannett with Dr.
ifrawAsas_
-philosophy
and

nIiiklcms

at Mills. He graduatØd froth
Princeton university, received his
PhD. fium-Columbia in 1939rand
was- professor of philosophy at
Ohio Wesleyan from 1934 to 1945.
He has lived five years in China Feb. 12
and has travelled extensively in BCS vs DSG (DTO)
Japan, Russia, India, and England. GGG vs SAE (CDP)
His book, "Responsibility," was
published in 1932 and he is also Feb. 16
co-author of a book on philosophy. APO vs. CDP (TMS)
As a civilian, Dr. Sears was at- DTO vs. SGO (BCS)
tached to the U. S. Army American university at Bieritz as a lec- Feb. 19
turer on philosophy. He spoke before GI’s on Russian - American TICS vs. APO (GGG)
relations In Bavaria and Czecho- SAE vs. DTO (DSG)
slovakia.

Gertrude (3avens, acting head of
the Natural Science department,
choosing "The Natural Science
Minor" as her subject, and Dr.
William Poytresa, head of the Social Science department, talking
on "The Social Science Minor." .
A noon meeting will be held on
March 9 when Dr. Frederick W.
Cozens, director of physical education at the Univrrsity of California, will speak on "Physical
Education as a Profession."
Miss Margaret Twombly, head
of the Health department, will
speak on "The It-lealth and Hygiene
Minor" qjci March 15. Dr. Heber
Sotzin, director of the Industrial
Arts department, will talk on "The
Industrial Arts Minor" on the
same program.
"The High School P. E. Administrator" will be the subject on
which Frank Griffen, director of
physical education at Sequoia
Union -High school, will address the
meeting on March 30.

Feb. 23

March 4

DSG vs. CDP (SAE)
SGO vs. TMS (APO)

DSG vs APO (SAE)
GGG vs TMS (BCS)

Feb. 26

March 3

DTO vs TMS (DSG)
SGO vs GGG (CDP)

DTO vs GGG (APO)
SAE vs. TMS (CDP)

March 1
BCS vs. CDP (TMS)
SGO vs. SAE (DSG)

......_
.
.
. . .
WANTED:
Weston
FOR SALE: Two Shick elec- Call Carter Melte at Col. 8809-J, biological eetenee Major.
Master
Light Meter. Must be in good tric razors, slightly used.
Monday, February 9, 1948
Orig- between 5 and 9 p.m.
starts at $2400.
shape. Leave note in "C" box in inal price $15 each; selling for $10
WANTED:
Ride to BakersCoop. K. Campbell.
each. Call Col. 9801-W.
field wanted for Friday afternoon.
FLOWERS
Put note in "K" box in Coop.
FOR SALE: Two fine instruCAMERA FOR SALE: Kodak
ments: B-flat Selmer clarinet Bantam, f4:5, synchronizer, four
case,
etc. Equipment
THE FOLLOWING JUNIORS and an E-flat Martin saxophone. filters,
(Since 1885)
OPENING
FOR
report to the Library arch booth Both with new cases. Leave note worth $90, for only $68. All purr
laboratqry
20
San Fernando St.
Bal. 126
chased last Summer (like new). technician with degree. Must, be
today to sell prom bids: Tom in "R" box in Coop.
Wall, Leah Keller, George Gunter, Vivian Rase, Jackie Berlingen and Leona Libby.
THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE
are to meet for lunch today in
the faculty room in the cafeteria
at 12::30: Pat O’Brien, Marjorie
Meyers, Jane Renquist, Marsha
Blase, Betty Patnoe, Marie Somky, Miriam McClurg and Merna
Maddux. Mrs. Johnson, president
of Alpha Gamma Chi, will speak.
PROBLEMS IN EVERYDAY
LIVING: Rich’s home tonight at
7:30.
PAWAWS, FRESHMAN CLUB:
Tonight at 7:30 in Student Y
lounge.
RELIGION IN HIGHER EDUCATION: Tonight at 7:30 in
DeVoss’ home.
Y CABINET MEETING: Today at 4:30 p.m. in Student Y
lounge.
Y ’EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Today at 1:30
LUNCHEON:
p.m. in Student Y lounge,
TRI SIGMA:
Tomorrow for
dinner at 6 p.m. Place to be announced. Sign up today before
4 p.m. in room 30.
FLYERS,
NEW
SPARTAN
GROUP: Tonight at 7 he S22.
All members must attend. Important business, flight schedule
to be worked out.
FRESHMAN
CAMP COUNhave
SELORS: Students who
signed up as counselors must take
the health personality test in
room 118 as soon DS possible. This
is important and necessary.
SENIOR CLASS: Today at
10:30 in B95. Meeting of the Senior class gift committee for vote
casting. Hal Riddle, Bob Culp,
STARRING IN
Sal Milian, Ethel Dodge, Elwood
"NORTHWEST
STAMPEDE"
Pierce, Bob Johnson, Dot Simson,
--AN liA01111--LION PRODUCTION
Inabeth Roberts and Donna Mc_
Carthy.
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION:- Tuesday
night
at 7:30 in room 21. Students and
members of faculty invited.
SOJOURNERS CLUB: Tonight
at 7 in room 139.
FO0i;*ittatE

6
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Job Shop
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"The more I smoke
Chesterfields the
more I appreciate
how good they are"

aca, eakut

41

1St

Rid

GAltTTE
0641,1,

I smoke Chesterfield
( FROM A SEERS OF STATEMENTS SY PROMINENT TOSACCO FARMIRE)

AND
ALL OTHER
MAGAZINES
- Collage students and
faculty members or ontttisd
spacial college rotes on
most magozloas. Plop your
ordors through us for quick,
nibble mirk*. You con got

"When I bring my tobacco to market I’m always
looking for the Liggett & Myers buyers because I
know when I’ve got real good mild, ripe sweet tobacco
they’ll pay the top dollar for it.
"I’ve been smoking Chesterfields for about 25
years. I like their taste and I know the kind of
tobacco that’s in them."

LJJ-to-wv4’

TOSACCO FARPAIII
GREINVIU.I, N. C.

YES. CHESTERFIELDS SMOKE SO MUDS() MILD THEY SATISFY MILLIONS -

Ile was* Nosawilms
--lbsteel-414.501f
int* Iry -Fr -IF -0-44.23The Woo* Nimphow Alpgalles A YIN flastodid el WO

FORTUNI
The beiparthe

. $6.00

lookour
A TSAI
(lassoed of 910.01

and many filar magazInaa
ORDER YOUR COMM
TODAY MOURN

Your

IIESTERFIELD

13,LWAYS MILDER IBE4TER TASTING (COOLER SMOKING

Spartan Shop

Ow. we. bran I )6as Timm CA,

711.

